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0. INTRODUCnON 
THE CONCEPT of a t-structure arises in the work of Cheeger and Gromov (see [2] and [ 13) on 
collapsing Riemannian manifolds. It is a vehicle that produces (I collapse, i.e. a family of 
Riemannian metrices gr on M, parametrized by R+ with 
(1) sectional curvatures (&I bounded by (say) 1, and 
(2) the injectivity radius SUP,,,.~ { fnjrad(M, g,, m)} + 0 as I + co. 
A t-sfructrrre on M is an atlas of compatible fixed-point free actions of tori. A 
polaricarion is a compatible choice of a subgroup L of the torus acting, one for each chart, 
such that the image of L in M is of constant positive dimension. Scaling down an invariant 
Ricmannian metric in directions of a polarization produces a collapse with a property 
stronger than (2) namely 
(3) Vol(M, g,) +O as f + co. 
Polarized t-structures eem to be attractive topological objects. One readily sees how to 
define the notion of the cobordism between them. This cobordism group Qrr (in dimen- 
sion 3) is our principal object of interest in this paper. 
When one looks for cobordism invariants from this perspective, the following idea 
comes to mind first: The family g, gives rise to a metric on M x R+, as explained in Cl]. The 
conditions l-3 imply that the sectional curvature of this metric is bounded by one, and the 
volume is finite. Filling M with an arbitrary compact manifold W, and extending the metric 
to the filling we obtain a complete, finite volume and bounded curvature metric on the 
interior of W which is equal to the Cheeger-Gromov metric in the neighborhood of infinity. 
One can show that the integrals over W of the Pontrjagin forms computed from the metric, 
reduced mod 2 are cobordism invariants of the polarized t-structure. 
In fact complete open manifolds of bounded curvature and finite volume give rise to 
an interesting cobordism theory, and the integrals of Pontrjagin forms supply us with 
cobordism invariants. It is unclear just how well do these integrals gauge the cobordism 
group. 
In the present paper we construct, in the restricted context of polarized t-structures, finer 
invariants, which in fact allow the computation of the 3-dimensional cobordism group .$“I 
modulo torsion. We then use an invariant related to the integral of the Pontrjagin form to 
deal with the torsion. 
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The idea of the construction of these fine invariants consists of the following. A singular 
orbit of a t-structure on a three manifold is one dimensional, hence the polarization near the 
orbit has also dimension one. Thus we can define the slope coeficient of the polarization at 
the orbit to be an element given by the polarization in the quotient 
I 
lines in the lie algebra of T2 
l/I 
group of all automorphisms of T2 
different from the isotropy line fixing the isotropy I * 
The quotient is explicitly parametrized by the interval [O, l/2]. In other words there is 
always an integral base of the lie algebra of T’, such that the slope of the polarization is in 
[0, l/2]. In fact this base is unique up to multiplication by - 1, thus it gives a preferred 
orientation of T’, which in turn determines an orientation near the orbit. Associate with the 
orbit a sign E = f 1 saying whether this orientation agrees with that of the ambient 
manifold. 
Now for each 8 E [0, l/2] we sum the signs of all orbits with the slope coefficient 8. It 
turns out that the resulting number n, is a cobordism invariant if 0 c 8 < l/2. 
This follows from the fact that if the polarization of M extends to a four manifold W, 
then any orbit with the slope B is joined by a cylinder in Wconsisting of singular orbits with 
another singular orbit of M, having the same slope coefficient (even though polarization 
lines in the lie algebra of Tz may be different!). 
The main idea is that in the case of a general t-structure a generic (i.e. irrational) 
polarization creates its own ambient torus (acting locally), by forming the closures of its 
(noncompact) orbits, and essentially we can apply previous considerations. Finally we can 
get rid of the gcncricity assumption. 
To prove that rorsion (fly’) 5 2,* x Z, WC first compute the cobordism group of (non- 
polarized) t-structures: 
THEOREM 7.2. Q’, 2: Z,. 
The forgetful homomorphismS: fil;“’ + S& is a surjection, and this implies nontriviality 
of the Zz summand of the torsion. 
A generator of order 12 is detected by the invariant defined for polarized t-structures in 
kernel off by the formula 
q*(M’,t) =; I pl (Y) (mod Z) W 
where W is a filling of M such that the polarized t-structure on M extends to a (non- 
polarized) t-structure on W, and g is the metric on the interior of W resulting from the 
Cheeger-Gromov collapse. So this is a slight refinement of the basic integral invariant 
described earlier in this introduction. 
We can collect the results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 0.1. The cobordism group Clf;“’ is modulo torsion a free abelian group on 
generutors r(O), 0 < 0 c f. The torsion part of fir’ is ZL2 x Z,. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A polarized t-structure on a manifold M is a family (( Ui, Ti, pi, L,), i E I}, where U, is a 
locally finite open cover of 1521, T, is a torus of dimension k, acting effectively by pi on U, with 
no fixed points, Li is a I-dimensional inear subspace of the Lie algebra of Ti such that the 
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image of Li in TU, is of dimension I (i.e., Dp, is a monomorphism), and the following 
condition is satisfied: 
for any pair i, j E I there is a group monomorphism & either from T* to T, or from T, 
to T, such that piI Ui A U, = 4$p,l Lr, n CJ, and Dc$~,(L,) c L, in the first case and 
PI I u* n uj = 4i;Pi I ui n uj9 D4ij(Lj) c Li in the second (here $*p denotes the action 
induced by 4 from p). 
If 8M # 0 then we assume that the above structures are product in a collar of aM. 
The triple Ui, Ti, pi is called t-structure on M, while the foliation (with the dimension of 
leaves changing from chart to chart) given by L,‘s is the polarization of the t-structure. If the 
dimensions of all the tori acting are equal k, we say that the t-structure is pure ojrrank k. If 
the condition of being fixpoint-free is dropped from the definition of the t-structure, we get 
objects to which we refer as local actions. 
One should compare this definitions with those given in Section 1 of Cl], especially 
Definition 1.5. We have chosen to present the “uncompressed” version of their definition 
(see also [2]). 
Let (M, 9’) and (N, 3) be two oriented three manifolds with polarized t-structures. 
We say that they are cobordant, if there exists an oriented four manifold W, with boundary 
dW=Mv-N, carrying a polarized t-structure, which restricts to 9’ and 3 on the 
boundary components. There is an obvious modification of this definition for (non- 
polarized) t-structures. 
One should note that, up to cobordism, polarization matters only near the orbits of the 
local torus action having nondiscrete isotropy; away from these we can always enlarge 
polarizing linear subspaces to the entire lie algebras of the (locally acting) tori. A cobordism 
between these two polarizations is M x [0, l] polarized in the following way: the old stuff on 
[0,2/3) and the enlarged stuff on M x (l/3, I] 
Cobordism is an equivalence relation among polarized oriented three manifolds; the set 
of equivalence classes forms a group under the operation of taking disjoint union. We 
denote it by f2, . PO1 Corresponding cobordism group of nonpolarized objects shall be denoted 
by a:. 
2. BUILDING BLOCKS 
In this section we give some examples of polarized 3-manifolds. This will be useful in 
constructing the set of generators for the cobordism group f2r’. 
Example 2.1. Let T* act freely on T* x T’ by translations in the first factor. Then any 
polarization of the action agrees with the maximal polarization by entire orbits. In 
particular it is cobordant to the maximal one, the cobordism polarization described as 
follows: on T* x T’ x [O, 21 we take the given polarization and on T* x T’ x [f, l] the 
maximal one. 
Example 2.2. A fibration with the fiber T’ over a surface M*. There is a unique 
polarization in this case consisting of fibers. For any loop in M, the fibration restricted to it 
is trivial if the loop is orientable. Thus, it is easy to find a cobordism to an T’ bundle over S* 
in the case of orientable tibration. In general, this argument shows, that the cobordism 
group of T’ bundles over surfaces, with orientable total spaces, is generated by the Hopf 
fibration and a nonorientable T’ fibration over RI’*. 
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Example 2.3 (~(8, q)). Consider the standard linear action of T2 on S3, with two 
singular one dimensional orbits. Any polarization must be one dimensional near each 
singular orbit, and we can take two dimensional polarization in the region T2 x ! between 
the singular orbits. In coordinates on R 2 = lie aZgebra ( T2) given by isotropy subgroups of 
singular orbits, any such polarization is determined by slope coefficients 8, rl of one 
dimensional parts (see Section 5). We shall use the following convention: near each singular 
orbit O, we measure the slope using the base {e,, e2}, such that el is the isotropy of 0, e2 is 
the isotropy of the other singular orbit, and directions of e,, e2 are chosen in such a way that 
the orientation given by 
1 e,, e,, the normal vector at a principal orbit pointing towards o} 
coincides with the orientation of S3. In this way a global one dimensional polarization of 
the above action has coefficients 8, O-‘. We denote by ~(0, q) the cobordism class of the 
linear action of T2 on S3, polarized with slope coefficients 8, ‘f near singular orbits. 
Example 2.4. More generally, consider a lens space, given as a sum of two solid tori, 
identified by an automorphism of T*, with T2 acting on each solid torus in the usual way. 
As in 2.3, one can choose one dimensional polarizations in the tubular neighborhoods of 
singular orbits, and take 2-dimensional polarization in the separating layer T* x I. 
Example 2.5 (r(0)). For any integer k, let X, be the total space of the nonorientable T’ 
bundle over RP2 such that the first Chern class of its pullback to S* under the covering map 
is k. 
X, carries two t-structures which will be of interest to us. The first one is described 
as follows: X, decomposes as a sum of the nonorientablc bundle over the Mobius band 
and the solid torus D2 x T’. Consider the standard T2 action on the solid torus, and the 
t-structure given by the fibers on the other part. The latter has unique l-dimensional 
polarization and any polarization with the slope 0 near the core of the solid torus may be 
completed by the 2-dimensional polarization in a collar of the boundary of the torus. 
Denote the cobordism class of X0 with such a polarization by r(0). In particular r(0) is 
equivalent o the fibration of X, over RP*, polarized by the fibers. 
The second structure is obtained with the same decomposition, but now, instead of 
taking the fibers of the T1 fibrations as the t-structure, over the Mobius band we use the lift 
of the T’ action on the Mobius band to the total space of the fibration. Explicitly X, is 
D* x T’/ - where (x, z) N ( - x, 2) for x E dD2 and I E T’. Here i denotes the complex 
conjugation on T’. The t-structure near the T’-bundle over c?D* is given by the standard 
action of T’ on the first factor. Its complement is a solid torus and the t-structure is the 
usual action of T*. 
As before enlarge the action on the solid torus to the T* action, and polarize it by 8 near 
the core. There are three singular orbits in this t-structure: the core of the solid torus, and 
two orbits with isotropy Z2 over the equator of the Mobius band, corresponding to the 
fixpoints of the conjugation. 
3. RELATIONS 
We now describe relations between cobordism classes s(0, II) and r(0) defined in 
Examples 2.3 and 2.5. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. We have the following relations in S2y’ 
(1) s(4 VI = sh 0) 
(2) s( - 0, - 9) = - svk q) 
(3) ~(e, ~1 + SC/, i - e) + ~(1 - ‘I, I - 7) = 0 
(4) r( - e) = - r(e) 
(5) r(e) + r(q) = s(e - 1, ‘I - 2) 
(6) s(e, ~1 = s(e + p, q - p) for any p E z 
(7) s(e, ef) + dtl, f) = de, d + de’, tl’) 
(8) s(e, - e) = ~(0, 0). 
Proof (1) The diffeomorphism S3 + S3 which is the restriction to S3 of (z, t) + (t, z) 
mapping C2 to itself, sends (0, ‘I) to (q, 0) and preserves the orientation. 
(2) Use the restriction of (z, t) + (5, t). This map induces the identity on the quotient 
S’/T2, and inverts the first coordinate in T2 = T’ x T’. A similar map can be used to 
prove (4). 
(3) Consider CP’ with the standard T2 action induced from the product action of T’ 
on C’. It has three fixed points, and cutting out invariant balls around them, we get the 
cobordism W, between three copies of S’ with the standard linear action of T2. However 
these actions are parametrized in different ways. In W we have three strata of singular 
orbits, each joining a pair of singular orbits in different boundary spheres. Thus a choice of 
polarization near a boundary singular orbit determines the polarization near its com- 
panion- the singular orbit joined to the first one by the singular stratum. It is straight- 
forward to check that we always end up with the following polarizations: 
(&rl).(l -0,YLU -rl. 1 -Y) 
where 0, r), y are arbitrary. 
(5) Consider the product X, x [0, 11, where X, is the nonorientable bundle with the 
fiber T’ over RP2 as in Example 2.5. Delete D2 x T’ x [j, j] from the product, and denote 
the resulting cobordism by W. Polarizations r(e), r(q) on X,, x {0, 1) extend to W, and we 
get 
(i) r(e) + r(tt) = $J(& tl) 
where &0, ‘I) denotes S2 x T’ with the standard action of T2, and polarization by one 
dimensional subgroups of slopes 8, rt near the two one dimensional orbits. 
The same argument applied to S’ x [O, 1) shows that 
(ii) s(e, ‘11 + ~(5 - Y) = dde. ~1. 
Thus in particular the left hand side is independent of y. If we take y = 8 - 1, we see from (3) 
that 
(iii) s(e. 8 - 1) + S(V. i - e) = S(V - 1, e - 2). 
The formulae (i)-(iii) yield (5). 
(6) Changing the role of 8 and q in (5), we get 
s(tl - i,e - 2) = s(e - 1.9 - 2) 
for all 0, ‘I; thus (6) follows by induction. 
(7) Excise the four fixpoints of the product action of T2 on S2 x S2. 
(8) It is an immediate consequence of (7). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. (1) The element x = r(tJ + 1) - r(e) is independent of 8, and 3x = ~(0, 0). 
(2) For any 0 and any integer p, r(0 + p) - r(e) is a torsion class. 
Proof From Proposition 3.1 we have 
(iv) r(y) - r(y - 1) + r(6 + 1) - r(e - 1) = ~(7 - 1, - 1 - e) + s(e, - i - 7) 
= - ~(1 - 7, 8 + 1) - ~(1 - 8,~) 
= S( - 8, e) = s(o, 0). 
Thus x = r(y) - r(g - 1) is independent of y; putting y = 8 - 1 in (iv) we get 
3~ = r(fJ + 1) - r(e) + r(6) - r(t9 - 1) + r(e - 1) - r(e - 2) = ~(0,0). 
The claim (2) follows then by induction. 
COROLLARY 3.3. 12r(t) = 0 and 2r(O) = 0. 
Proof: 2r(O) = 0 and 2s(O, 0) = 0 by Proposition 3.1(4) and 3.1(2) respectively. 
Then x = r( - 4 + 1) - r()) = 2r(i) and 12r(i) = 6x = 2s(O, 0) = 0. 
4. GENERATORS 
Every t-structure on a compact three manifold has only a finite number of singular 
( = nonprincipal) orbits and a neighborhood of such an orbit is a solid torus, admitting a 
natural action of T2. Up to cobordism, this gives a decomposition of any polarized manifold 
into the sum of simple examples of Section 2. More precisely we will show the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. The cobordism group !Zly’ is generated by the set {r(Q:tl E R} and Qy’ 
modufo torsion in generated by rhe set {r(O): 0 E (0, 1)). 
Proo/: For any t-structure on M3, there are disjoint 2-tori T,, . . . , Tk contained in M, 
which we call the fronrier tori, such that M - u1 T, is the sum of open invariant sets of the 
following four types. 
(1) Seifert fibration (perhaps nonorientable) over the interior of a compact two mani- 
fold. It has unique polarization by entire orbits. 
(2) Solid torus D2 x T’ with the natural action of T2 on it. 
(3) T2-bundle over the interval. All polarizations are cobordant to the polarization by 
entire orbits. 
(4) A closed flat manifold with a transitive action of T3 and polarization by a subgroup 
of positive dimension. This is always a connected component of M, and is equivalent up to 
cobordism to a Seifert fibration, obtained by a choice of one dimensional polarization with 
closed leaves. 
If T2 x (0, 1) is bounded by two frontier tori, then we can replace them by one frontier 
torus T2 x {f} with a product neighborhood polarized by entire orbits of T2 action. Thus, 
we can reduce M to a polarized manifold with decomposition into parts of types (1) and (2) 
only, and each frontier torus collared by a neighborhood polarized by the orbits. We 
perform now sequence of surgeries to decompose the manifold into simpler pieces. Surgery 
we use has the trace 
bI x I uaD2 x T’ x [0, I] 
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where z: T’ x T’ x [0, I] + M x {I} is an equivariant embedding. The t-structure on M x I 
extends to the trace by the standard action of T2. The result of the surgery is 
(M- ToxI))v,,D2xT1v,,D2xT' 
where T,, denotes T' x T' x {i}, and 31i is alTlxTlx(il for i = 0,l. 
In other words we cut M along a torus and the two new components of the boundary 
are refilled by solid tori. We assume that the image of the attaching map is contained 
in a region with two dimensional polarization. Then we may take any polarization on 
D2 x T' x [0, l] extending the two dimensional one near the boundary T' x T' x [O, 11. If 
the frontier torus is adjacent o a region with T' action, we can choose the embedding z in 
such a way that the polarization {t x T', t E D'} coincides in the frontier torus with orbits of 
the action. Then, after the surgery the action of T' extends to the glued solid torus. 
Furthermore, any singular orbit in a Seifert fibration admits a tubular neighborhood 
T' x D2 with an action of T2 such that the original action of T' is obtained by restriction 
to a one dimensional subgroup of T2. If a is the automorphism of T2, which sends this 
subgroup to T' x 1, then the surgery with the attaching map a change M to the disjoint sum 
(M - T1xD2)ubT'xD2 and T1xD2 v.T' xD2. With ourchoiceofatheaction of T' 
extends to an action on the glued solid torus, without singular orbits. 
This procedure leads eventually to the sum of manifolds described in Examples 2.2-2.5. 
A further reduction of our generating set uses cobordism of bundles as in 2.2 and the 
following construction: 
Consider the space M, given as the sum of two solid tori, glued by an automorphism 
a E SL(2,Z). Any such a can bc written as a product a,,ai . . . ak, where each a, is 
Then the cobordism from M, to the disjoint sum M,, u . . . u M,, is given by 
attaching k - I copies of D2 x T' x I to M, x I, where M, is decomposed as D2 x T' u,, T2 
xI,,v,, T2xIlu,,... v,, D2 x T', and the i-th copy of D2 x T' x I is attached in the 
obvious way to T2 x f;, 1; c int (I,). Note that all M,,*s are spheres, and that the described 
cobordisms can be easily equipped with polarizations. 
The same argument works for X, of Example 2.5, and each X, decomposes up to 
cobordism into the sum of polarized spheres and one copy of X, with an r(O) polarization. 
Finally, Proposition 3.1. (5) reduces the set of generators to r(0)‘s only. The second part of 
the Theorem now follows from Corollary 3.3. 
5. SLOPE COEFFICIENTS 
Suppose that we have a T2 action on an oriented three manifold M; let cr be a singular 
one dimensional orbit of the action and let B be a polarization of the action. Consider R2 
with the lattice Z x Z as the universal covering of T2, and choose an integral base so that the 
first basis vector spans the isotropy subgroup. The polarization 9 defines a line through the 
origin, thus in the coordinates it is given by a vector (@a, 4p), 1). where @a, 9) is a real 
number. Such a base is not unique, but all possible base changes are given by the parabolic 
subgroup 
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The subgroup acts on R by A(B) = 0’ if 
A(;)=( ‘l;p)= k(Y). 
So Qa, 9) is defined only modulo the action. 
The orbit space is the interval [O,i]. and there are always two bases {e,, e2} and 
{-e,, - e2}, such that 8(a, 9) belongs to [0, )]. The projection of 0(a, 9) to [0, i] is 
called the slope coeflcient of the polarization 9 at the singular orbit Q. We will drop B from 
the notation. 
Similar considerations work for the case of T’ actions. Let 0 be an orbit with nontrivial 
Z, isotropy and let D be the slice of the action at x0 E 6. Thus D is a disc, and the isotropy 
acts on D as a group of rotations. The isotropy subgroup, being contained in T’, comes 
equipped with a generator g, depending on the orientation which is fixed throughout. If 
q > 2, then there is a uniquely defined orientation of the normal disc such that the generator 
g is a rotation by an angle 2xp/q and 0 < p < q/2. If q = 2, then g corresponds to the 
rotation by K, hence p = 1. 
Define now 0(a) = p/q to be the slope coeficient of 6. 
The orientations of the orbit and the slice determine an orientation of the ambient 
manifold. Moreover, near a singular orbit u with an isotropy Z,, q > 2, reversing the action 
by orientation-changing reparametrization does not change the generator g, but the 
orientation of the transversal disc D must be changed: with the old one g would act on D as 
the rotation by (271 - p)/q. 
Remark. Another way to define the slope coefficient for a T’ action is to restrict the 
action to a tubular neighborhood of Q and embed it in an action of T’. It is easy to check 
that the two definitions coincide. 
In the case of T2 action we also have an orientation of the ambient manifold near a 
singular orbit cr defined as follows. Let Cl be a small invariant regular neighborhood of 6, 
bounded by a principal orbit. The orientation is given by the integral basis in T’, for which 
0 I; Qcr, 9’) s *, and inward pointing normal vector at 8U. 
Then, if Q is a singular orbit in a chart of TZ action or a singular orbit in a chart of T’ 
action with isotropy 2, with q > 2, we define the sign E(C) to be + 1 if the prescribed 
orientation agrees with the orientation of M, and - 1 otherwise. 
One sees that E(C) depends only on the t-structure and not on the polarization. 
Definition 5.1. Let 0 < 0 < $. For the polarized manifold M define 
where the sum is taken over all singular orbits in M with the slope coefficient of the 
polarization equal 0. 
6. COBORDISM INVARIANCE 
THEOREM 6.1. l/O < 8 < ), then n, is an invariant of polarized cobordism and it induces a 
homomorphism ng: f2f;“’ + Z. 
ProoJ It is clear that if the map is well defined, then it is a homomorphism. To prove 
that it is well defined we will show that if M is a boundary of a polarized manifold Wand 
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u is a singular orbit of M with the slope coefficient e(a) = 8, then it is contained as a part of 
boundary in an oriented submanifold of W foliated by one dimensional singular orbits. 
Thus u determines uniquely another singular orbit c’, with the same slope coefficient of 
polarization, and reversed orientation. This implies that n, = 0. 
We will use the following fact. For any p, T’ x Z, cannot act effectively by orientation 
preserving orthogonal transformations neither on 0' nor on D3. Thus one dimensional 
isotropies of a T2 action without fixed points on an oriented manifold of dimension three or 
four are always T’, as any isotropy group acts on the transversal disc effectively by 
orthogonal, orientations preserving transformations. Thus in dimension four the isotropy 
representation is the standard action of T’ on D3 and we see that the isotropy and the 
isotropy representation is constant along a component of one dimensional orbits. 
By arguments in Section 5 we can assume that each singular orbit 0 of M belongs to a 
chart of an action of T2. Then the isotropy T, of u is isomorphic to T’ and CJ is in the 
boundary of a component E of the set of a singular one dimensional orbits of the t-structure 
on W. Let U,, . . . , Uk be an open covering of C by charts of the polarization of W. Let C, 
denote the connected component of z n U,; it is a connected component of the set of orbits 
in [I l with isotropy TI . Since Cr is foliated by circles, and is a closed submanifold of U, (as 
it is the fixed point set of T,), it must be either T' x [0, 1] or T1 x [0, E) or a Mobius band. 
First we exclude the Mobius band: since in the foliation by circles the equator is doubly 
covered by any other leaf, it would have isotropy T’ x Z,, which is impossible. 
If Xi is difleomorphic to T, x [0, 11, then there is another singular orbit in U, n M, 
joined by Xi with the orbit we started with, thus our claim is clear in this case. 
Suppose now that X, = T' x [0, E). In this case C, intersects another chart, say U2, 
of our covering. If the action given by the chart U, is a T2-action, we have an isomorphism 
A: T2 -+ T2 which sends T,, the isotropy subgroup in U, chart, to a subgroup T2 c T2. 
Since the isomorphism A used to identify the two actions preserves the isotropy, the slope 
coefficient does not change, and we can repeat the argument. 
If we meet again the chart of a T2 action, then the isotropy is again T' and we repeat he 
argument above. 
Suppose now that we meet a chart of T’-action, contained in a connected component 
of one dimensional orbits. Then the polarizing subgroup is rational and gives the orbits of 
T’-action. The slope coefficient calculated in U1 is equal p/q, with p, q relatively prime. If 
q = St 1, the slope coefficient is zero, hence it is irrelevant. If 4 # &- 1, the isotropy subgroup 
of the T’-action is Z,, and the orbit in z, remains singular when we consider it as an orbit 
of T’-action. Now we consider the fixed points of Z,, which is a two manifold X2 foliated by 
circles, thus a Mobius band or a cylinder. 
An effective, orthogonal, orientation preserving action of Z, on S2 is essentially unique, 
hence in particular it acts freely on a circle embedded in S2. This implies that the isotropy 
as well as the isotropy representation is constant along X2. In particular C, is cylinder and 
not a Mobius band and the slope p/q survives until we hit another chart of the open cover, 
since both p and q are given by the isotropy representation (by Section 5). 
The same remains true in a component of one dimensional orbits (but perhaps with no 
global T' action), since the only nontrivial gluing is given by l+ ton T', which does not 
change the slope coefficient (see the remarks following the definition of the slope coefficient 
in the case of T' action). 
A T3 action can appear only as the obvious action on the product T3 x (0, l), thus one 
flies through it easily. 
Continuing this process we come back to M, obtaining another singular orbit, with the 
same slope coefficient, and reversed orientation, as claimed. Thus ne = 0. 
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7. D; AND TORSION IN Dy’ 
From Theorem 4.1, the cobordism invariance of slope coefficients and Corollary 3.3 we 
conclude that the torsion is generated by r()) and r(O), and that it has at most 24 elements. 
Moreover the relations of Corollary 3.3 imply that it must be a quotient of Z2 x Z,,. We 
will show that in fact it is Z, x Z,,. 
To do so we first prove that the forgetful map Oy”’ -+ I2\ is a surjection onto Zz, 
and torsion also surjects. Then we define a signature related invariant on the kernel of 
the forgetful map, and compute it explicitly, to see that the kernel is Z,,, generated by 
r(t) + r(0). 
Remark. The invariant can be defined for any polarized t-structure on a three manifold. 
It follows from the fact that any t-structure-in fact it is enough to check that r(0) 
does-bounds as an f-structure (see El], Section 1 for the definition). However we 
avoided f-structures in the present paper. 
Consider a polarized t-structure on a manifold M’, such that M3 is a boundary of IV4 
and the (polarized) t-structure on M is the boundary of the (nonpolarized) t-structure on W. 
By collapsing along the polarization on the boundary as in [ 1) Section 3, we can construct a 
complete Reimannian metric of finite volume and bounded curvature on the manifold 
diffeomorphic to the interior of W. It follows from the construction that the Pontrjagin form 
computed from such a metric is integrable. Denote by p,(g) the Pontrjagin form computed 
from the metric on W. 




is independent ofthejlliny (W, t) used in the construction, and defines a homomorphism from 
the kernel of the forgetful map Q$“’ -, Q; to R/Z. We shall denote it by q*(M). 
Proofi It is easily seen that the difference between two integrals coming from two 
different fillings is fa( 6’) where I? is the closed manifold obtained by gluing along M the 
two W’s. As G carries a t-structure, o( I?) is even, since in general the signature is equal 
to the Euler characteristic mod 2, and the Euler characteristic of a manifold carrying a 
t-structure is zero ([ 11, Proposition 1.5, p. 319). 
This invariant can be computed explicitly: in fact according to Proposition 3.1, we have 
to do it for ~(0, ‘1) only. Let us take, as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.3, the linear action of 
T2 on CP2 with three fixpoints. Excise small invariant balls around two of them, and then 
glue the boundary spheres by orientation reversing difleomorphism which is equivariant up 
to a reparametrization of the torus. Excising the third fixpoint we thus get a four manifold 
W with boundary (its relative signature is one), and the t-structure on it such that its 
restriction to the boundary is the standard linear action on S’. We can put now 0, q 
polarizations near the singular orbits and compute the integral of Proposition 7.1. Accord- 
ing to [3]. [4] we have s,,, p,(g) = 3 + 0 + q. 
From Proposition 3.1.5 it follows that r)*(r(i) + r(0)) = fr. Thus the kernel of the 
forgetful map QgO’ + a; surjects onto Z12. 
Since any t-structure in dimension three admits a polarization, it follows from Theorem 
4.1 that Q\ is generated by r(0). Moreover, since r(0) is a 2-torsion element, Q> is at most Z2. 
THEOREM 7.2. a’ 3 Y Z,. More precisely the image of r(0) in Ql, is nonzero. 
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Proof Suppose that r(0) is zero. That is, there exists an oriented cobordism W with 
boundary X,, such that the t-structure r(0) extends to a t-structure on W. We will show that 
it leads to contradiction. The plan of the proof is as follows: first we simplify the cobordism 
so that there is a Seifert fibered structure on it. Then we look at the base space of the Seifert 
fibration and notice that it is a topological manifold with boundary, one component of 
which is RP’--the base space of r(0). Then we show that the other components of the 
boundary of the base space bound. hence a contradiction. 
Consider all charts of the t-structure on W with the rank of the torus acting equal one. 
Let U be the connected component of this set containing X,. Since any two adjacent actions 
are compatible, we have on U a t-structure with all orbits l-dimensional, hence a Seifert 
fibration (perhaps nonorientable). Similarly, consider the sum of all charts where the torus 
acting is of dimension greater than one and denote by V its intersection with CJ. 
In 1’ we find a smooth oriented 3-manifold M which disconnects W, is invariant with 
respect to every torus action we have in W and meets transversely every stratum of 
singularities of the actions. The standard way to do this is to find, in the quotient of Yby the 
t-structure of rank two, a smooth curve which disconnects the quotient and is transversal to 
the singularities, and take its preimage by the quotient map. 
Cutting W along M, we get a manifold w’ with boundary dW = X, u M. Each 
component of M admits a t-structure of rank one (Seifert fibration) which extends to a 
t-structure of rank two (i.e. a local action of the two-torus with no fixpoints). 
The space of fibres of the Seifert fibration comes with an inherited orbifold structure. We 
claim that in our case it is a topological manifold. To see this notice that an action of an 
isotropy group on a transversal slice in a neighborhood of a fixpoint is conjugated to a finite 
cyclic group acting as the group of orientation preserving orthogonal transformation on R’ 
(WC can fix an invariant Ricmannian metric and lincarizc the action). The action is clearly 
orientation preserving. 
Now it is a classical fact that the quotient of R’ by a finite group of orientation 
preserving linear transformations is homeomorphic to R’. So the quotient of W by the 
orbits of the Seifcrt fibration, being locally the quotient of the slice by the isotropy 
representation is a topological manifold, so the claim follows. 
Thus taking the space of fibers in w’ we get a cobordism from RP’ to N, the orbit space 
of AI, which is a topological manifold. We will show that N is cobordant to zero. 
If Tz acts on a manifold and TL is a subgroup of T2 then the quotient circle group 
T’/T’ acts effectively on the orbit space of T’. The same holds true for t-structures: if we 
have a pure rank two t-structure and its pure rank one substructure then, with the obvious 
definition of the quotient space, we have on it the local action of the circle, perhaps with 
fixpoints. 
Thus N admits a local action of T’, hence it is (a disjoint sum of) either a sphere, torus or 
a Klein bottle (null cobordant manifolds) or the projective plane. We shall show that the 
latter can not occur. If N has as a component an RP’, we would have a nonorientable 
Seifcrt fibration over the projective plane, with orientable total space M,, such that the 
t-structure given by the orbits extends to a t-structure of rank two. 
If there is a singular orbit, we will change the manifold M, by surgery along the singular 
orbit as in the proof of Theorem 4. I, to get as one of the new components another orientable 
manifold AI,, which admits a nonorientable circle fibration (now the fibration is locally 
trivial-has no singular fibers) over the projective plane and a rank two t-structure 
extending rank one t-structure given by the fibres of the fibration. 
To perform the above surgery, we need to know that any orbit of T’ with a nontrivial 
isotropy is a one dimensional singular orbit of the extending T2 action (compare Section 5). 
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This is because on an oriented three manifold in an action of T’ all singular orbits are 
isolated and, if the action embeds into an action of T2, g E T* sends one orbit of T’ to 
another, then the isotropies at these two orbits are the same. 
Now it is an easy task to show that the existence of such an M0 leads to contradiction: 
The quotient T*/T’ acts locally on the projective plane. The local action atlas can be 
reduced to two charts: one disc and one Mobius band, hence there must be an orbit which is 
a nonorientable curve in RP*. Since the total space of the fibration is orientable, the 
preimage of that orbit under the quotient map is a Klein bottle. Now note that over an orbit 
of the quotient action we have an orbit of T*. But the Klein bottle cannot be an orbit of a 
torus. 
Now the results of Section 7 together with Theorems 4.1 and 6.1 clearly imply 
Theorem 0.1. 
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